Bilaterally propagating waves of spontaneous activity arising from discrete pacemakers in the neonatal mouse cerebral cortex.
Spontaneous electrical activity that moves in synchronized waves across large populations of neurons plays widespread and important roles in nervous system development. The propagation patterns of such waves can encode the spatial location of neurons to their downstream targets and strengthen synaptic connections in coherent spatial patterns. Such waves can arise as an emergent property of mutually excitatory neural networks, or can be driven by a discrete pacemaker. In the mouse cerebral cortex, spontaneous synchronized activity occurs for approximately 72 h of development centered on the day of birth. It is not known whether this activity is driven by a discrete pacemaker or occurs as an emergent network property. Here we show that this activity propagates as a wave that is initiated at either of two homologous pacemakers in the temporal region, and then propagates rapidly across both sides of the brain. When these regions of origin are surgically isolated, waves do not occur. Therefore, this cortical spontaneous activity is a bilateral wave that originates from a discrete subset of pacemaker neurons.